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ate 18th Ceneffect at the beginning of III. Also, go to
r that these
www.youtube.com/user/NikolaiMadoyev to
on the parosee a video of Madoyev performing II with
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Valery Gergiev and the Mariinsky Orchestra in
2008. Gergiev gets amazing color and detail
a parody of a
from the orchestra; let’s hope that makes it to
r in a collecCD. Notes in English.
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heim Symphony/ Daniel Reuss
homophonic
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Stale Kleiberg (b. 1958) is a Norwegian comionis Mass is
poser whose music has a neo-romantic flavor
gor Hermann
that I find most attractive. These two concertos
material from
were written around the turn of the new century and are most pleasant in their blend of draly composed
matic and pastoral emotions. They do not
rpensieri’ by
have the vagueness of emotional purpose that
been Kerll’s
seems to pervade too much of today’s music.
They are evocative of emotional states that
open up the mind without giving that uneasy
ambiguity that seems to reflect the composer’s
own state of mind without letting the listener
in on what is bothering him or her. These
works even have enough relationship in their
thematic and orchestrational elements to give
us a feeling of, dare I say it, formal structure!
One can actually recognize a theme when it
comes around again. Wow!
The performances are beautifully played
and recorded. It will only play on my DVD
player but sounds fine there.
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KLOSE: Ilsebill

Sabine Türner (Ilsebill), Norbert Schmittberg
(Fisherman), Jaroslaw Sielicki (Der Wels);
Aachen Opera/ Marcus Bosch
CPO 777057 [2CD] 136 minutes

Friedrich Klose (1862-1942) was a German
composer in the romantic tradition whose
works, to judge by this opera, were greatly
influenced by Wagner and, particularly, by
Bruckner, whom he studied with in Vienna in
1886-9. In fact, he called Ilsebill, his masterpiece, a Dramatic Symphony; it appears to be
his only completed opera. Klose also composed chamber music, oratorios, and other
choral works, as well as symphonic poems and
lieder. In 1919, at the height of his career, he
stopped composing, perhaps because his
romantic music had gone out of fashion, and
retired to Switzerland where he wrote, among
other literary works, a memoir of Bruckner as a
man
130 and pedagogue. He died in Lugano in
1942.
Ilsebill, or The Little Fairy Tale of a Fisherman and his Wife, was given its premiere in
Karlsruhe in 1903, conducted by Felix Mottl. It
was initially well received, but after a few performances there and in several other German
opera houses, it seems to have vanished. This
recording, made in Aachen in 2004, appears to
be its first.
The story, based on a Grimm fairy tale,
deals with a fisherman and his wife Ilsebill
who live in a tree trunk by a lake. One day, a
steatfish (wels in German), a large catfish of
Central and Eastern Europe, is caught in the

Ilsebill and her husband are returned to their
tree trunk by the lake. The libretto, supplied by
CPO, suggests that Ilsebill had delusions of
grandeur.
The lush, romantic score uses a huge
orchestra that includes an “expanded” brass
section, Wagner tubas, Heckelphone, baritone
flute, and a thunder machine. According to the
notes, Klose was admired for his orchestration;
one critic called it “an almost chamber musiclike treatment of the orchestra”. Except for a
few isolated passages that might be called
chamber music, this score seems unremittingly loud and then louder. It’s attractively tonal
and often diatonic, but not very original. The
footprints of Wagner and Bruckner are easily
discerned, and some harmonies and
sequences reminded me of similar passages in
Lohengrin and Tannhäuser. But the vocal parts
lack melodic content (there are no arias or
duets); nor is the music readily identifiable
with the characters.
The singers, all from the Aachen Opera,
seem quite competent. The dramatic soprano
Sabine Türner sometimes sings like an Isolde
in the making. The tenor, Norbert Schmittberg, sings very well; his part includes the
opera’s most lyric passages. As the big fish,
Jaroslav Sielicki’s bass is smooth and lyrical.
Marcus Bosch, the music director in Aachen,
evidently believes in this opera, and his conducting shows energy and commitment. Ilsebill may appeal to some lovers of long neglected romantic operas; still, it belongs to the past
in both subject and musical style.
MOSES
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ODALY: Solo Cello Sonata;
MAYAZUMI: Bunraku;
BACH: Chaconne

Ko Iwasaki
Camerata 28134—59 minutes

If one sees only the spine of this release,
chances are one will not know what is inside,
since it is entirely in Japanese. If one sees the
front cover, one sees nothing but Bach. The
transcription from the violin original is by the
cellist, who is a warm but not totally accurate
player. But who could be in such a violinistic
piece? It reminds me of the way some double

